
RIMOJEKI - Tech Rider 2022
All the sound including vocals will go out from the band's sound card 2 PL ( ¼ inch) output cable

lines to your Mixer.
Stereo DI will be perfect.

Upon request, and if the time of sound check allows, the band can send all audio signals separated.
Please let us know if you prefer that and we will send a different Tech Rider.

Band Members:
Rimo - Vocal, Guitar.

Jeki - Synth, Theremin, Vocal, Laptop - (Video + Audio)

Music - Gear needed:
● 2 Mic stands
● 2 Mic (can be provided)
● 2 XLR Cables for the Mics (To our mixer)
● Table / keyboard stand + board (around 1 meter long)
●  AC plugs for both sides of the stage

Video-Art!
The band takes out video art from a laptop on stage.
Please let us know if you don't have a Projector.

Gear needed:
● Video projector
● HDMI cable from the stage to the projector (We have an adaptor for VGA cable).
● White background on stage. (We can provide a Stretchy white Fabric to hang)

*The projector should be hung in front of the stage at least 8-12 meters to provide
the widest picture, projecting all over the stage including the performers.

For contact:
Rimoch - 01628186737
Whatsapp - +972 544287022
Jeki - 01628186845
Social Media Manager:
Naama Gold -
Whatsapp - +972 526005309 / Replies on IG & FB
IG/FB Tag: Rimojeki



Accommodation
Sleeping - Double bed
Food - Vegan - Vegetables - based food with some rice is great.
If possible a spicy sauce/ fresh chilly on the side.
(Please try to NOT include in the meal - Wheat products (Bread, Pasta…) and Potatoes.

Back Stage
A room to change clothes with a mirror for the makeup.
Warm water for tee, mineral water, bottled water for stage.
Alcohol : Pastis / Gin Tonic / Whisky

Thanks!


